The 2003 Turkey Watch Report

The 2003-2004 State Budget Is the First Since 1991-92 To Be Apparently
Turkey-Free; However, This Does Not Mean It Is A Perfect Budget
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After four years of record turkey
stuffing in the state budget, the
2003 Florida Legislature has
produced a “turkey-free” budget
for FY 2003-04.
Florida
TaxWatch’s
annual
budget
review uncovered no traditional
turkeys—local member projects
placed in the budget by
legislators outside the proper
appropriations process.
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which benefit a very limited
special interest or local area of the state or are low priority items that get funded over
higher priority needs.

A turkey-free designation does not mean that each appropriation in the budget is a good
one or that the Legislature’s spending plan truly reflects the state’s priorities. It does
mean that this year legislators largely put aside their local concerns for the good of the
state as a whole. The Governor may still veto some items with which he does not
agree. In addition, other measures used by the Legislature to balance the budget are
going to lead to even tougher budget years in the future (see section on non-recurring
funds and trust funds.)
Of course it must be noted that an extremely tight budget year also contributed to the
absence of turkeys. However, in last year’s only slightly better fiscal situation, the
Legislature managed to include a record $297 million of these projects.
This is the first year since 1991-92 that the state has a turkey-free budget and follows
four years of annual member projects exceeding $200 million.

“Improving taxpayer value, citizen understanding and government accountability”

The agreement on no turkeys was one of
the keys to a final resolution to a very
contentious budget process.
Senate
leadership declared a member project
moratorium early on as it became obvious
that pork barrel spending would be hard to
justify when important statewide funding
was struggling for dollars. The House’s
insistence on including turkeys was a major
obstacle that couldn’t be overcome in the
regular session, derailing the budget and
requiring a special session. Negotiations
fell apart partly because House leadership
refused to budge on some of their closely
held projects. Member projects continued
to be a focus, until House leadership
acquiesced and the final budget was
approved.
Florida TaxWatch commends the Florida
Senate, especially President Jim King and
Appropriations Chairman Ken Pruitt, for
holding fast to their position that turkeys
had no place in this year’s budget. In the
end, all legislators are to be commended
for putting parochial spending aside for at
least one year.
And make no mistake, turkeys will be back.
Hopefully, this year’s focus on member
projects has heightened the debate, and
legislators will not be so cavalier about
placing local projects in the budget without
following proper review, competition and
deliberation procedures.

Florida TaxWatch
Budget Turkey Criteria
1. Projects or programs that did not go
through a legitimate review process
allowing for proper evaluation: agency
budget requests, governor's
recommended budget or legislative
committee hearings.
2. Appropriations that were inserted in the
Budget Conference, meaning they did not
appear in either the Senate or House final
budget.
3. Subsidies to private organizations,
councils or committees that can and
should obtain funding from private
sources.
4. Local government projects benefiting
local area residents but lacking significant
local funding support and/or overall
benefit to the state as a whole.
5. Appropriations that circumvent
competition and mandate that a specific
vendor or project receive funding.
6. Low priority projects that get funded over
higher priority items.

What Is A Budget Turkey?
Florida TaxWatch has been declaring war on budget turkeys since 1983, and the battle
continues. As in previous years, it is important to note that the "budget turkey" label
does not denote condemnation of a budget item's worthiness but reflects rather its not
having received a thorough review in the context of legislative due process and public
accountability. The term suggests too that, with the state's vast and pressing needs and
limited resources, the question must be asked, "Is this the best use of Floridians' state
tax dollars?" The priorities of all citizens must be considered. This and previous Turkey

Watch reports are not attempts to record only government waste or inefficiency. While
in some cases that may be a factor, this report offers an independent assessment about
the honesty, integrity and public review of the state's $53.5 billion 2003-2004 budget.
Turkeys are added onto the budget during the legislative process, some very late in the
session. This maneuver circumvents normal planning and budgeting processes that, by
necessity, require close scrutiny by state agencies, the Governor's Office of Policy and
Budget, legislative committees, staff and meaningful citizen input. Florida TaxWatch's
Turkey Watch criteria allow for a considerable amount of legislative initiative. Too often,
the normal processes are bypassed or given less than full consideration.
Parochial projects may or may not have merit, but such spending can undercut the spirit
of true performance-based program budgeting. Moreover, such spending circumvents
accountability, disrupts logical program prioritizations and subordinates statewide
concerns to the exclusive needs or desires of localized areas of the state.

Reliance on $1.3 Billion of Non-Recurring Revenue to Fund Recurring
Expenses in the Budget Creates a Big Problem for Future Years
Despite being turkey-free, the new state budget does contain a feature that is bad fiscal
policy. The significant reliance on non-recurring revenue to fund recurring programs
spells more trouble for future budget writers.
In the wake of slowed revenue growth, the Legislature looked for ways to increase
funds for the budget. In addition to some increased fees and measures such as a tax
amnesty program, lawmakers took hundreds of millions of dollars out of trust funds to
transfer to general revenue. Since most of these transfers are non-recurring ($725
million out of $844 million), next year’s Legislators will have to find the money again.
The use of non-recurring revenue to fund recurring programs is a bad budget policy that
Florida TaxWatch has urged the Legislature to avoid whenever possible. When you use
revenue from a source that is not going to be there next year to pay for a program that
will be there, it will make it all the more difficult to balance the budget the next time.
This has become an all too common occurrence in recent years. The revenue
slowdowns of the last few years and the resultant scramble to "find" money have made
such actions perhaps even more attractive to budget makers.
Even before any budgeting maneuvers by the 2003 Legislature, the state had a
significant amount of non-recurring revenue to use in the FY 2003-04 budget. A total of
$709 million in general revenue is available for this budget is non-recurring. Of this
amount, $323 million is unspent money from last year and $384 million is new tax
money.

On top of this, the Legislature transferred $844 million from trust funds to general
revenue. Of this amount, $725 million were one-time transfers and $119 million were
the result of legislation that changed the statutory distribution of revenue going into trust
funds. This $119 million will be recurring.
In addition, $44.4 million of the $66.6 million in general revenue expected to be
collected through the Tax Amnesty program is non-recurring.
All this results in a significant amount of non-recurring revenue in the new budget, most
of it spent on recurring programs. According to the Senate Appropriations Chair, the
2003-04 budget contains $1.3 billion of such spending.
Current forecasts estimate there will be about $1 billion (5%) in growth general revenue
next year. Most, or all, of that will go for normal growth. With mounting spending
pressures, the Legislature is going to be hard pressed to come up with the revenue
necessary to fund all recurring programs.
During the next year, Florida will be receiving almost $950 million from the federal
government from a state fiscal relief package recently passed by Congress (part of the
federal tax cut bill.) $543 million will be a flexible grant and $404 million will be
Medicaid funding. While this aid is welcome, the Legislature must remember that this
too is non-recurring money and not exacerbate the problem already worsened by the
new budget.

Appropriations for University and K-12 Facilities Require Added
Scrutiny from Governor
There are a small number of appropriations in the educational facilities area that—while
not quite deserving of the “turkey” label—raise some questions and require special
scrutiny by the Governor as he prepares his possible vetoes.
State universities, community colleges and public schools share access to public
education capital outlay (PECO) dollars. State education facility needs are assessed,
placed on one-year, three-year, and five-year priority lists. The State Board of Education
approves annual legislative budget requests based on these priority assessments.
The Legislature largely stuck to the Florida Board of Education’s (FBE) Legislative
Budget Request, funding each item. However, after the original budget request was
approved by the FBE, additional PECO dollars became available for distribution. The
Universities prepared a new “priority list” in light of the additional revenue.
All but one project on that list got funded, although some projects received less money
than requested. Eight additional projects got funded. While everything that was funded
appeared somewhere on a second-, third-, fourth-, or fifth-year agency priority list, it is

not clear that these added projects truly reflect universities’ priorities or promote fairness
in distribution.
It appears that there were some winners and losers. Seven universities received more
than $26 million more than the agency had recommended, while two universities
received nearly $17 million less.
Since all the projects were requested (even if in out-years) and all projects on the
original (one-year) request were funded, these projects avoided the “turkey” label.
Similar irregularities were noted in the Community College distributions. At least two
projects that did not appear on the 2003-04 requested got funded. And one of these,
got funding to start construction right away, not just the funds for planning that were
requested. Again, since these projects were requested by Community Colleges and
everything on the first year list was funded, they are not traditional turkeys.
Given the increasing numbers of persons seeking to influence decisions about the
distribution of these PECO funds—the Governor, Legislators, the newly appointed local
university Boards of Trustees, university presidents and legislative liaisons, and the
newly appointed Board of Governors established by constitutional mandate to provide
state oversight of the universities—there is ever-increasing room for miscommunication
as well as politicization.
The Governor needs to review the PECO funding closely to ensure that funding is fairly
distributed and truly reflect the priorities of universities and students and not the wishes
of a few decision-makers.
In addition, in the K-12 facilities area, an appropriation tucked into the back (section 19)
of the conference committee report needs additional scrutiny. It is a $3.4 million general
revenue appropriation for a grant program for the building of K-12 schools in high
growth districts, relative to their ability to fund that growth. The fact that this
appropriation was added to the Conference also raises a red flag. Since no specific
districts are identified as recipients and a grant process is established for district
selection, this too avoided the “turkey label.” However, qualifying criteria described in
the implementing bill may have been written so that only one county qualifies. Again,
we urge the Governor to assure that the appropriation doesn’t benefit one district at the
expense of other high-growth districts that too have stretched their ability to pay.
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